INTRODUCTION
Since Robert D. Putnam published his article about how American's were increasingly 'bowling alone ' (1995) , many have asked whatever has happened to civic engagement in the Western world.
As Russell J. Dalton recently noted (2008: 76) , there is: 'an apparent consensus among contemporary political scientists that the foundations of citizenship and democracy in America are crumbling' (Dalton 2008: 76) . Similarly, Macedo et al argues (2005: 1) :
Citizens participate in public affairs less frequently, with less knowledge and enthusiasm, in fewer venues, and less equally than is healthy for a vibrant democratic polity.
However, after having witnessed how millions of volunteers and active supporters provided time and money for Barack Obama's novel and spectacular campaign, the question which needs to be asked is why no mainstream Political Scientists seem to have seen this development coming. For instance, at its high point, my.barackobama.com had 2 million active users, more than 100,000 profiles and 35,000 affinity groups, and was the coordination point for 200,000 events. In addition 70,000 people raised $30 million using MyBO, while in the last four days of the campaign, users made 3 million telephone calls as part of the get-out-the-vote effort (http://www.winningcampaigns.org/Articles/Obama-Campaign-Vendors-List.html). Why given this spectacular net of particular activities could mainstream Political Science claim that young people had: 'forsaken their parents' habitual readiness to engage in the simplest act of citizenship' (Putnam Interests (4291) , National (3926) As the weighting of locality, people and issues indicate when compared to those of interests and nation, this site appeals precisely to reflexive individuals, who mix identity politics and project politics, the personal and the communal, and the local and the global. Such individuals want empowerment from above in order for them to be able to do things themselves from below. Such individuals would in most mainstream participation studies be dismissed as: 'atomized forms of citizenship [in which] people often have only a surface engagement with political issues and complexities' (Stoker 2006: 11, cf. Cain, Dalton and Scarrow (eds.) and proved that more than two centuries later a government of the people, by the people, and for the people has not perished from the Earth. This is your victory.
Obama here seems to speak directly to those whom in alternative participation studies have been called Everyday Makers and Expert Citizens, who consider politics as lived experience and who can be mobilized if: 'governance initiatives can open up political spaces for young people to organize around and articulate the issues that concern them' (Marsh, O'Toole and Jones 2007: 221) .
Everyday Makers and Expert Citizens are people who want to engage directly in helping to solve those policy risks that confront them in their everyday lives, rather than merely helping to articulate citizen's wants as demands that call for collective decisions. Such political participants have a project identity, more than a legitimating or oppositional one. They do not engage primarily in order to give voice to repressed interests and identities, but rather in order to help to empower people and develop their own identities as well as their capacities to act in solving common concerns.
Whatever the outcome of Barrack Obama's Presidency, one thing already stands out sharply from his campaigning. His campaign suggests that there is an alternative to both market and state, namely a multilevel governance approach to engaging people with various identities in common projects and building reflexive political communities that enable them to express their individuality in cooperation with others, for the explicit purpose of making a difference in the solving of common concerns (Bang and Esmark (ed.) people to make a difference in, and through, immediate and concrete political action.
Identity politics and project politics: two black holes in mainstream thought
How people construct their political identity in and through their participation in concrete policy projects on the output side of political processes is a theme which has for a decade at least been a core subject in local political analyses (Bang (ed.) 2003 , Fischer 2003 , Hajer and Wagenaar (eds.) 2003 . In what ways do new models of identity and project politics dissociate themselves from the way they are treated in mainstream Political Science? Let us, for the sake of convenience, introduce a simple model, describing how the old and new models of participation approach the relation between government and people, and individual and community respectively:
Figure One: the Core of Old and New Participation Studies

I
Very crudely put, I will describe their relation as follows (Bang and Dyrberg 2003 , Habermas 1997 . Liberalism is rooted in the relationship of the individual to government (or the state). The individual is endowed with certain universal rights and a contract is established by government to protect those rights as a neutral umpire but also with force, if necessary. 'Community' is regarded as an aggregate of individual preferences and government is considered a 'necessary evil' which should be as small as possible in order not to lead to overregulation of the free market economy.
Simultaneously, government should be sufficiently strong to hinder violations of the individual's 'life, liberty and estate'.
Communitarians are directly opposed to liberals in regarding rights as secondary to learning and integrating norms about the common good. The individual appears as a communal construct shaped by the kind of morality, networking, learning and trust that identify a well-integrated community.
Participation is regarded as a collective enterprise aimed at achieving a common goal. Differences are recognized but also assimilated to contribute to the common good. There is little room for individuality here, since the individual is but the result of its collective build-up. Furthermore, as is the case in liberalism, government is considered an omnipotent threat, though not primarily to individual freedom, but to the common good. (Doheny 2007: 407) . Republicanism does not only argue that a republic is the best form of government, but, in particular, that the political institutions of republican government are the creators of individual rights and the common good. In my view, republicanism, due to its classical Greek roots, is constitutively ambiguous with regard to whether it conceives of itself as a universally, generalisable, logic (Habermas 1997) or as a context dependent, and historically constructed, hegemonic power (Mouffe 2000 , cf. Bang 2007 . In both versions the focus is on how republicanism induces commonality and solidarity to strengthen the deliberative spirit among groups with different interests and identities in society. However, there is disagreement about whether republicanism is about removing disorder from an underlying general democratic order, or whether it is rather a matter of creating islands of democratic order out of an underlying general disorder (ibid). In the latter version, the specificity of democracy does not lie in some universal procedures and integrative norms for removing particular conflicts from a general form of integration, rather, it lies: 'in the recognition and legitimation of conflict and the refusal to suppress it by imposing an authoritarian order' (Mouffe 2000: 183) . Here, the need is to keep a fundamental antagonism at bay and 'domesticate it' in order to be able to use it for liberating purposes as institutionalized democratic agonisms.
As indicated in figure 1 identity politics and project politics have no space in conventional democratic theory, precisely because they investigate into what liberalists, communitarians and republicans do not, namely how individuals, sharing in a political division of labour, can develop political commonality from their political individuality, and vice versa. There are thus no way of insulating individuality from commonality in identity politics and project politics, because it is always a matter of being able to see oneself in the other and of recognizing this other in oneself (Strong and Madsen 2003) . Placing emphasis on how political individuality from commonality is constructed bottom up, the notions of identity politics and project politics clearly dissociate themselves from liberalism and its notions of an abstract, 'freestanding' individual as well as from communitarianism and its notion of one overarching common good. But they also dissociate themselves from republicanism in which the main emphasis is on how an institutional hegemony constructs virtuous citizens from the top down. Thus, identity politics and project politics may be described as the black hole in contemporary democratic studies, because they conceive of people as reflexive, historically situated, individuals who want to govern themselves and with others through their concrete interventions in the ongoing processes of events in the world. However, they do have old ancestors, since anarchists made that point long ago:
Anarchism….owes its origin to the constructive, creative activity of the people, by which all institutions of communal life were developed in the past, and to a protest -a revolt against the external force which had thrust itself upon these institutions (Kropotkin in Capouya and Tompkins 1975: 57) However there are significant differences between the 'old' anarchism and the new models of identity politics and project politics. First of all, they are non-evolutionary, in focusing on the individual as a concrete, historically located subject, on government as a temporary hegemony for exercising power over others in time-space, on community as composed of many, relatively autonomous and historically situated ones, and on laypeople as an ensemble of historically situated human beings who are able to make a concrete political difference whether acting alone or together. Secondly, they do not usually specify the connection between the dominant hegemony and laypeople as an eternal struggle between oppressors and those resisting such oppression. Domination is described as liberating as well as oppressive, and the interventions by laypeople from below are pictured along a scale ranging from total rejection to complete acceptance of political authority (Giddens 1986 ).
This brings us to the notion of political community. What is inconceivable in the 3 democratic models is exactly the understanding that political learning and cooperation in such a community can spring from a deliberate choice on the part of reflexive individuals not to participate in the formal regime institutions, except perhaps as voters. Today, this is becoming obvious, in particular in the study of local governance and participation on the internet (Cornfield 2004 , Davies 2007 , Häyhtiö and Rinne 2008 , Loader 2007 , Lowndes and Sullivan 2007 , Marsh et al 2007 . Activists, local studies show, shun 'big' politics, because it does not allow them to feel immediately engaged in, and influential in solving, the many concrete policy problems that confront them in their everyday life (Bang (ed.) 2003 , Barnes, Newman and Sullivan 2007 , Coleman 2007 , Hajer and Wagenaar (eds.) 2003 , Heffen, Kickert, and Thomassen (eds.) 2000 , Marsh, O'Toole and Jones 2007 , Newman (ed.) 2005 . Furthermore, activists do not think that those involved in 'big' politics regard them as reflexive political beings capable of self-and co-governance. What seems to distinguish them from the old anarchists is that they have a project identity that means that it depends on the concrete context whether they fight against or collaborate with the authorities (Castells 1997) . To them, recognition of difference is more fundamental to life in the late modern Polis than are mere tolerance, eternal resistance or an overarching commonality or national identity.
Identity politics and project politics shun the notion of the individual as an abstract and universal mechanism who dutifully plods through life's concrete experiences leaving its rational choice on all events and structures coming its way. Individuals are considered as 'bundles' of identities; as subject and objects of the attribution of meaning; as layered into multiple levels and practices; and as discursively (re)constructing themselves on their journey through all these levels and practices in which they are contextually embedded (White 2008 : 17, cf. Beck 1996 , Giddens 1996 .
In practice, identity politics and project politics are nearly inseparable, because identity is very much a project, the realization of which depends crucially on the transformative capacity of oneself and others (Bang 2003b (Bang , 2004 (Bang , 2005 . In democratic theory, however, identity politics is usually absorbed into the old input model as an extension of the old discussion of self-interest vs. the general interest (Kymlicka and Norman 2000) . However, those studying political identity are not only sceptical of any abstract ideal of good citizenship; they simply abandon them in favour of developing concrete discursive practices for managing what they consider an eternal tension between the legitimate domination of a given hegemonic power and those minorities who have been excluded from it (Giddens 1986 , Mouffe 2000 . However, the link between the notions of identity politics and project politics show how these model go way beyond the old input political question of how conflicting interests, as well as diverse and combating identities, can acquire free and equal access to, and recognition in, the political decision-making processes. They deal in concrete action more than in collective decisions, meaning that they place key emphasis on the linking of identity construction to the exercise of control on the output side. They hold that concrete influence on the articulation and delivery of social policy is more significant and relevant to overcome problems of exclusion than are abstract political rights.
Those studying identity politics and project politics directly accuse the 'old' liberal model of universal rights for concealing how a certain hegemonic identity is operating the so-called 'neutral state' as a skewed power favouring some political identities (such as white, middle-aged, Christian men) above all else. One example is the discussion about whether to introduce quotas to secure women and migrants (with a state citizenship status) a fairer and more equal representation in Parliament or other important societal institutions, such as executive committees and boards of directors (cf. Lister 1997 , Phillips 1998 . Such quotas do violate the liberal tolerance principle, based as it is on the notion of an abstract individual's inalienable 'natural' rights. On the other hand, they obviously represent a legitimate claim from the point of view of identity and project politics, saying that gender equality and cultural equality will not come about in liberal democracy unless we introduce and enforce such quotas on the majority. Indeed, it is hard to neglect how democracy is the outcome of the play of a dominant male identity in history. This is inscribed into the workings of all major societal institutions, as regularized path dependencies that are very hard to overcome by rational means.
The Civic Culture Revisited
Let us go back and consider how it is that democratic politics has come to be identified with input political issues concerned with how conflicting interests (and identities) acquire free and equal access to, and recognition in, political decision-making processes. Almond and Verba's study of the civic culture is a convenient starting point, since they were among the first to state that (1963: 14):
incumbents and decisions may…be classified broadly by whether they are involved either in the political or "input" process or in the administrative or "output" process. By "political" or "input" process we refer to the flow of demands from the society into the polity and the conversion of these demands into authoritative decisions.
By distinguishing between whether individual orientations towards the polity were directed towards politics or administration and political or non-political outputs, they developed a notion of civic 
In the parochial culture, people's knowledge about specialized political objects is almost nonexistent. We are dealing with 'unsophisticated', 'close-minded' and 'insular' individuals engaging in the culture in their pre-modern, tribal or local consciousness in which there is no idea of individuals occupying specialized political roles and no separation between one's political role and one's other roles.
In the subject culture, people do have a sense of the polity as a general object and of specialized roles associated with those who exercise authority over oneself and others when enforcing (?) their policies. This is the 'we must obey the bastards' or 'government knows best' orientation, characteristic of people having almost no sense of themselves as active, influential, participants and possessing virtually no knowledge of how their engagement in the culture relates to the conversion of demands into collective decisions.
In the participant culture, participants are collectively and explicitly oriented towards their polity as a whole. They can distinguish between incumbents and structures in relation to both inputs and outputs and they are fully aware of their important and significant roles as people who articulate common concerns and who seek to influence the conversion of demands into policies as virtuous citizens. Here, we are dealing with 'truly modern' individuals who know how to act collectively in order to acquire access to, and recognition in, the democratic decision-making process.
Almond and Verba's distinction between 'input' and 'output' is derived from David Easton's definition of 'the political' as a system of decision and action, including: 'all events, actions and behaviours oriented towards the authoritative articulation and allocation of disputed and contested material as well as non-material values for a society ' (1953, 1965) . The political system Political authorities
Political regime
Political community The punctuated line between regime and community in Figure 1 indicates how the black hole in democratic analyses in which the notions of identity politics and project politics are situated stems from, and relates to the insulation of the state (or government) from market and civil society in modern political theory and praxis. This displacement of political community from its 'home' inside the political system is the main reason why the notion of political system is usually identified with the notions of 'government' (authorities + regime) or 'state' (authorities, regime + something else, such as monopoly control over the means of violence). As Foucault points out, the dislocation of political community springs from a: 'contract of rational despotism with free reason [or emancipation] ' (2007: 203) . By this he means that modernity never beheaded the sovereign King of feudal society, but instead tried to make his hierarchical rule, and will to be obeyed, an instrument and medium of public reason in the civic culture 'outside'. As such, Almond and Verba simply echoes Kant when describing the participatory culture as standing outside of government, actively trying to give voice to people's grievances by politicizing their wants as demands; when viewing the parochial culture as a governmentally-protected domain for the spontaneous and free accumulation of social capital; and when regarding the subject culture as a potential irrational nuisance to be kept silent and apathetic by a centralized bureaucracy treating subjects as clients. The underlying argument is that:
the public and free use of autonomous reason will be the best guarantee of obedience, on condition, however, that the political principle that must be obeyed itself be in conformity with universal reason' (Foucault 2007:203) .
The modern conception of political hierarchy as a means of protecting and serving the civic culture is in my view unfortunate. It distorts the theoretical and practical significance and importance of identity politics and project politics by concealing how laypeople in political community are necessarily, or logically, connected with political authorities for the structuration of the political regime. Political authority can assume many other forms than hierarchy which turns the relationship between political authorities and laypeople into one of command and obedience (Easton 1955 (Easton , 1958 . The political regime can be structured in many different ways to be both the medium and the 
The Civic Culture Today
Party membership has fallen considerably in the last decades and so has turnout at election time Norris emphasises that the old participation studies are dated because they do not grasp how new modes of life politics and identity politics are becoming increasingly visible. Norris also 'sees' how politics is spreading to the output side as: 'cause-oriented repertoires, which focus attention upon specific issues and policy concerns' (ibid: 639). Yet, she soon withdraws into a mainstream position tracing these repertoires back to the input side, as evidence of new identity conflicts giving voice to new post-materialist values beyond materialist interests.
In this way identity politics is co-opted by interest politics, whereas critical, cause-oriented activism is relegated to the domain of 'small' politics. As Stoker succinctly puts this position (2006:202):
The old rules of politics have not changed; politics remains about people expressing conflicting ideas and interests and then finding a way to reconcile those ideas and interests in order to rub along with one another (Stoker 2006: 202 http://www.marcuse.org/herbert/pubs/60spubs/65repressivetolerance.htm.
Politics as Lived Experience
The theoretical challenge confronting the study identity politics and project politics is most of all Almond and Verba's model of the civic culture which contends that:
• politics is only about inputs, whereas outputs are solely about administration;
• autonomous administrative power is what all democratic pluralists must fight with any available means to avoid monism and the arbitrary, illegitimate, use of coercion;
• freedom and equality require the insulation of the civic culture from political and administrative power, as well as the control of these powers by a constitutional regime, ensuring that they are put to use in a rational, responsive and effective manner.
What we got to demonstrate is how this model is in a peculiar sense very 'unpolitical':
a) It sees those in the participatory culture as set up to fight political power with moral and instrumental reason, rather than with a logic of immediate political action;
b) It treats those in the parochial culture as being concerned with creating social networks and accumulating reciprocal social trust in themselves and their social localities, not with creating cooperative political communities and expanding their capacities to 'make a difference' in, and through, their communicative and interactive political actions;
c) It conceives of those in the subject culture as obedient subjects, who either hate politics or feel that 'government knows best', they are not reflexive and cooperative individuals who stand prepared to accept and recognize themselves as bound by political authority, precisely as long as that authority does not threaten or command them to do so. (2) There is a serious lack of understanding of non-participation in democratic government:
'Put simply, it is frequently assumed that if individuals do not engage in the activities that researchers take to represent political participation, they are politically apathetic'. Indeed, the politics of lived experience brings us way beyond the mainstream view of participation.
Yet, although it is pointing us in the direction of a notion of a political community composed of reflexive individuals and groups, it seems to me that Marsh, O'Toole and Jones in their critical realism still give priority to the emancipatory 'input' goal of freeing 'the people's voice' from exclusion. Their approach seems to be more 'input driven' than 'output directed', in the sense that, 'in the last instance', what counts is that policy contributes to inclusion, that is to securing that all interests and identities enjoy free and equal access to, and recognition in, the political decisionmaking processes. In this way, their socially structured politics of lived experience also imperceptibly turns into a struggle between having a resistance identity and a legitimating one. In contrast, project politics is tied to an ongoing project of empowering people and enabling them to make an autonomous difference to the articulation and delivery of policy on the output side. Such a project identity differs from both the legitimating and oppositional one.
Was it perhaps an ingrained resistance identity and sense of exclusion which made the protestors in Britain choose the tactics they did in their struggle against globalization? Apparently not! When reading what they said, it is not so much hostility, or a feeling of exclusion, which decided their choice of tactics. But, nor was it obviously a legitimating one that proceeded according to what those in the formal institutions would accept and recognize as 'valid' democratic participation.
Rather, the demonstrators had a project which was dear to them and which they thought was worthy of public attention, although it was developed outside the formal institutions and also ranged far beyond these in its global and local orientation. They neither believed in the legitimacy of 'the system', nor did they appear as feeling entirely estranged from it. They simply wanted to get media coverage for their struggle for better and more humane 'glocal' policies. Thus, the protesters' immediate actions were not primarily targeted at giving voice to repressed interests and identities in civil society. Their focus was primarily on how to make their project public in face of limited or no media attention. Their project identity was not prompted by some general norms or reasons. It was constructed in and through their concrete experiences with how to make a difference as members of a reflexive political community (cf. Their participation is governed by a project identity which makes them put concerns for immediate and prudent action above worries over rational decision-making. Whether they engage in protests, collaborate in public-private or state-civil society partnerships, make alliances with the media, or do voluntary work in their neighbourhoods, they always have a concrete project in mind that they aim at realizing. They can be out fighting against 'the system' in one particular context and then shift to teaming up with it in another; they can ignore an institution's attempts to involve them, but they can also help the institution in solving its problems on the condition that it simultaneously empowers them to pursue their own life-political projects. The important thing is that, to ECs and EMs, participation and support are not solely a matter of being either for or against 'the system'. They adopt an oppositional or legitimating identity only if it is functional to developing their project identity and, thus, to meeting their specific life plans or policies (Bang 2005 , Collin 2009 ).
ECs are most often new professionals, particularly in voluntary organizations, who feel they can articulate and do policy as well, and even better, than politicians and other professionals from the public and private domain. They deal with all types of elites and sub-elites who somehow are significant and relevant to securing the success of their various projects. ECs:
• have a wide conception of the political as a discursive construct; a full-time, overlapping, project identity reflecting their overall life style;
• possess the necessary expertise for exercising influence in elite networks;
• place negotiation and dialogue before antagonism and opposition;
• embody a view of themselves as autonomous parts of the system, rather than as identical with it or external and oppositional to it.
ECs put policy before politics in their project identity. They are more concerned with having an impact on the concrete articulation and delivery of policies that helps them in realizing their various projects, rather than in fighting so that all can enjoy free and equal access to, and recognition in, collective decision-making. Since they have become habituated to think of 'big' politics as relating solely to conventional input politics, they have deliberately chosen to develop their 'small' tactics for 'making a difference' outside of the formal institutions of democratic government. Because they see themselves as placed inside, rather than outside, of 'the political', they are not afraid of using their knowledge, skills and tactical judgments to influence others. They build networks of negotiation and cooperation with politicians, administrators, interest groups, media and private companies across conventional boundaries, and in the process they develop their project identity and network consciousness. As compared to more traditional activists, ECs are not in the game to fight or cherish 'the system'. They may do so, if it suits their projects, but, mostly, they want to be taken seriously as prudent and competent partners to the exercise of good governance.
Consequently, ECs are also a resource or political capital for the going system. In particular, they have a fund of everyday experience about how to deal with policy problems of exclusion based on 'race', gender, poverty etc.
EMs are in many ways a response to ECs whom they confront in nearly all the institutions, network and projects that they traverse in their everyday lives. EMs do not feel defined by the state and they are neither apathetic about, nor opposed to, it. Like ECs, they don't want to waste time getting involved in the 'old style' civil society politics; they prefer to be involved as reflexive individuals participating with other reflexive individuals for getting a particular and very concrete project going, right where they are. They typically think globally, but act locally. They normally are interested in 'big' politics, but they do not derive their primary political identity from it. They are somewhat sceptical of ECs, whom they think are too system-conforming and too concerned with 'winning' the games that professionals play. EMs make a distinction between participating to feel engaged and develop oneself and participating to acquire influence and success; they draw a clear line between participating in policy-politics as laypeople and as professionals. They aim to encourage more spontaneous and lowly organized forms of involvement than those of ECs, who typically will seek to professionalize all 'spontaneity', such as collaborating with media in the timing and spacing of certain protest projects. Unlike ECs, EMs don't want to mould the identity of others in the direction of certain goals. They rather want to pursue a credo of everyday experience, stating:
• Do it yourself
• Do it where you are
• Do it for fun, but also because you find it necessary
• Do it ad hoc or part-time
• Do it concretely, instead of ideologically
• Do it self-confidentially and show trust in yourself
• Do it with the system, if need be.
Like ECs, EMs do not believe that representative democracy can be rescued, either by governing as a unity from above, or by accumulating more and more social capital from below. They present a practical alternative to Putnam's notion of 'strong government' and 'thick community'. EMs identify themselves with neither. Their commonality does not build on a common good, but on the acceptance and recognition of their common capacities for making a difference, which is precisely why they are not satisfied with being obedient supports or 'virtuous' citizens of the state. EMs, like
ECs, are concerned with creating political capital by enhancing political capacities for selfgovernance and co-governance in and through various communicative and interactive projects and networks.
ECs and EMs demonstrate in their discursive practices how political participation is moving from the input side to the output side. They argue that creating identity relies crucially on getting control, and, consequently, that power is as significant and important to building viable political communities as are values and norms. This brings us back to the Obama campaign which precisely indicates that there is another crucial mode of political communication and interaction which does not begin by examining how the accumulation of social capital is tied to political decision-making for the sake of keeping it effective and responsible (Putnam 1993) . This is the 'output' mode of communicative governance, which depends for its success on actors' practical abilities to 'make a difference' inside 'the political' to the articulation and delivery of salient policy values a+b, Hajer and Wagenaar (eds.) 2003) .
Therefore, the primary reason why the mainstream literature did not foresee what was coming stems from its identification of 'the political' with 'input politics', with how people's wants are given a social voice and politicized as demands that are converted into collective decisions (cf. Little 2008) .
As is the case in the notion of civic culture, this makes one believe that outputs, as the programming and implementing action, are simply the domain of non-political administration. What the fusion of identity and project politics shows is that 'administration' is political through and through as revealing how the social and the economic are politically constructed in and through the exercise of political authority (Bang 2003a , Bang and Esmark (2009 ), Clarke, Newman, Smith, Vidler and Westmarland 2007 , Easton 1955 , 1958 , Hajer and Uitermark 2008 . The argument here is that state, market and civil society could not have come into being, except through the exercise of the political capacity to articulate and deliver a policy-package which is acceptable to, and recognized as binding by, at least the most important and relevant actors in the societal field.
Obama as a New Empowering and Communicative Authority Figure for ECs and EMs
This brings me finally back to the Obama campaign. Drawing on his experiences as a local community organizer, Obama 'nationalized', and rapidly acquired, global support for his critique of the political mainstream and its stories of a people in decay: transformative capacity -that is sharing in power -to bring about an intended state of affairs. The credo of 'Yes We Can' reintroduces the notion of political community and locates it at the heart of 'the political'. Due to the separation of input politics from output administration in mainstream Political Science, this political community has long seemed like a black hole, invisible to those in both state and civil society. As a result, community has largely been identified with the building of social capital, whereas 'the political' has mostly become synonymous with effective and responsible government. The Obama campaign shows that there is a 3 rd way between economically effective and socially responsible government in which the idea and practice of prudent political community governance is situated (Flyvbjerg 2006) . This 3rd way involves sharing in a political division of labour as the condition of developing a sense of mutual identification and a capacity for making a real difference in common (Bang and Esmark 2007 , cf. Crozier 2007 , Fischer 2003 2003), Dean 1999 , Rose 1999 .
When Obama's rhetoric did its job it was first of all because it managed to build a bridge between identity politics and the new projects politics of reflexive individuals such as EMs and ECs. Obama articulated an image of himself as a commonality inspiring political authority who does not expect a 'blind' or rationally motivated form of obedience. He spoke about authority as a reciprocal and communicative, two-way, power relationship, which combines (a) goals, (b) tactics and (c) ethos, in order to get people with different, and sometimes even incompatible, identities and projects freely to accept that cooperation across all conventional boundaries may be the only way to solve America and the World's common challenges and problems. As Obama said in his victory speech (http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/11/05/raw-data-barack-obamas-victory-speech/):
I know you didn't do this just to win an election. And I know you didn't do it for me. You did it because you understand the enormity of the task that lies ahead.
For even as we celebrate tonight, we know the challenges that tomorrow will bring are the greatest of our lifetime --two wars, a planet in peril, the worst financial crisis in a century.
Obama here speaks directly to laypeople who:
• refuse to be treated as obedient subjects (the subject culture);
• are not at all parochial, but have a very precise sense of the difference between orienting oneself to 'inputs' or to 'outputs' (the parochial culture); and
• think that political participation is way too enjoyable, significant and important to be handed over to virtuous citizens, who do not think of 'the political' as an ongoing project but as a chore and an omnipotent threat to their freedom which must continuously be resisted and made legitimate (the participatory culture).
Had Obama tried to command obedience, had he appealed to the parochial in people or had he required that his volunteers should be only grave and morally dedicated citizens opposing or attempting to legitimate 'the system', I doubt that he would have been able to get so many volunteers engaged in canvassing, block by block, to help get voters to the polls and spreading the rhetoric of 'yes we can' to every municipality, neighbourhood, city and village in the US.
Obama's campaign appealed to people, who felt estranged by, or external to, the 'old' political machine, and also considered it untrustworthy and unable to deliver (Hay 2008 , Little 2008 . It managed to politicize the whole domain of administration, convincing participants that the prospects for solving our common challenges and problems depend on our reconnecting in new political communities for the exercise of good governance (Bang (ed.) Where the members [of a political system] identify strongly with one another, they can tolerate intense and passionate dispute among themselves without jeopardizing the integrity of the community.
Political community will always exist in tension with social community. Members of a political community cannot thrive in a morally unified and normatively integrated social community, exactly because they derive their political integrity from their reciprocal acceptance and recognition of each other's differences. As we have seen, the mainstream conception of the civic culture makes one blind to this kind of creative political capacity characteristic of political communities. In viewing the exercise of political authority as a matter of legitimate domination, the mainstream literature conceals how members of a truly democratic political community could not submit themselves to a hierarchically organized authority requiring their blind or rational obedience. They would insist that the exercise of political authority is not primarily about commanding and disciplining people in society 'outside' (Hajer and Uitermark 2008) . Rather, it has to do with communicating and interacting with each other inside 'the political' for the sake of empowering people and improving their political knowledgability and life-chances (Carens 2000 , Thomson 2007 , Wenger 1998 .
Introducing the means and goals of community governance at the state and federal level, Obama joined forces with those political researchers outside the mainstream literature who, for many years,have argued that:
If the traditional forms of government are unable to deliver -either because of a lack of legitimacy or simply because there is a mismatch between the scope of the problem and the existing territorial jurisdiction -then networks of actors must create the capacity to interact and communicate (Hajer and Waagenar 2003:11) .
At the same time, the Obama Campaign made it evident that a political authority which would take this communal political capacity to interact and communicate seriously could renew the democratic imagination:
reclaiming the meaning of citizenship, restoring our sense of common purpose, and realizing that few obstacles can withstand the power of millions of voices calling for change (Presidental Annoucement February 10 2007, http://obamaspeeches.com/099-Announcement-For-President-Springfield-Illinois-Obama-Speech.htm).
